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Landas' 11rst issue of the year begins with a scriptural study on 
a provocative Question: "Did Yahweh Promote Genocide?" After 
8 survey of various interpretations to abbreviate the scandal of 
bihllcal mass murdel"$, Nit Guillemette tentatively shows that the 
favored solution does not conflict with a renewed understanding 
of lnspiration and biblical truth. 
John N. Schumacher examines "The- Civil and Religious Ethic 
of Emilio Jacinto" and takes a wider look at his ethical thought. 
explaining some of the principal ideas of the national Philippine 
revolution of 1896 as expressed in his writings. 
An interesting contribution on "Korean Shamanism" is offered 
by Daniel Kister of 509a09 University in Seoul, He examines the 
Korean shaman's ritual, the rites for the dead, and the shaman's 
call not a totally alien issue- to some folkloric situations on 
Phillppine soil. 
Joseph J. Smith's contribution to this issue is the first 
Installment (treating Matthew, Luke and John) of the exposition 
and critlque of the biblical foundation iconsisting of arguments 
from Matthew, Luke, John, Mark and Paul) of Hansjurgen 
Verweyen's thesis that the earthly life of Jeslls, inclusive of his 
dying, was the objective foundation of Easter faith, and not the 
resurrection appea~ances. 
The very relevant and timely article of Joseph l. Roche, 
"StudYing the New Catechisms: Catechism of the Catholic Church 
and Catechism for Filipino Catholics,» relates the ece directly 
to our Filipino cate¢hetical context. which in the concrete means 
relating to our recently completed catechism, the Catechism for 
Fl1lpino Catholics. 
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~Notes on Bnd a Philosophical Discussion of Veritatis Splendor," 
Part II by Nemesio S. Que completes his article that had appeared 
in July 1994, He dedrcates this part of his essay to a thorough 
discu:lsion of the natural law by retracing its metaphysical 
background, and examining in partIcular the Natural Law, reflect~ 
iog on its content as manifested and promulgated by reason. 
The Notes and Comments section includes a proposal of 
Vicente Marasigan to integrate Lonergan's notlon .of art as an 
objectification of a purely expefiential pattern with an emerging 
insight into an "Asian Theology of Harmony." In the same section 
Gerald W. Healy tackles the problem of "Transplantation of 
Organs Inter Vivos: John Paul II Ended Fifty Years of Contro­
versy," examining the silence of the Magisterlum between 1956· 
1991, and Pope John P8ulll's approval of transplants from living 
donors in 1991. 
One review article ends this present issue. "Educating for 
Salvation History" of Vicente Maraslgan integrates lonergan's 
statements on science, art and history into a core meaning 
relevant to the problem of the pre--systematic character of general 
history, 
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